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A comprehensive menu of Aunty G's Ice Cream Indian Fusion from Marlborough covering all 19 courses and
drinks can be found here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the

contact details provided on the website. What Iliana Perez likes about Aunty G's Ice Cream Indian Fusion:
This place is a real gem. The owners are very nice and always make me feel welcomed. The place has to be one
of the cleanest restaurants I have ever seen. The food is unbelievable, they cook like the gods. The combination
of flavors and textures is unlike what I have experience in other places. It does not matter what you order from

the menu it is all just so delicious. My go to items are the Momos and the Poori. I a... read more. The restaurant
is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, and there is

complimentary WiFi. What E L doesn't like about Aunty G's Ice Cream Indian Fusion:
We came here twice during hours the business was marked as Open . We were met with closed doors, no

announcement, no explanation. Waste of time. Very unprofessional. read more. An additional service offered by
the restaurant is the catering service for guests, Particularly the creative combinations of different products offer

the customers an unforgettable taste experience of this successful fusion cuisine. Visitors also know to
appreciate the utilization of traditional Indian spices , In addition, the charming desserts of the local shine not

only on children's plates or in the eyes of the little guests.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LASSI

P�z�
FUSION PIZZA

Sid� dishe�
PURI

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

So� drink�
MANGO LASSI

Asia� specialtie�
SAMOSA

India�
BIRYANI

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA

CHICKEN TIKKA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

ICE CREAM

WRAP

Ingredient� Use�
BASMATI RICE

CARROTS

MINT

MANGO

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Friday 05:00 -20:30
Saturday 01:30 -20:00
Sunday 01:30 -20:00
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